
IMSciences hosts YPDC Program launch 
 

On 11th April, 2019, the Governor of KP, Shah Farman and the YPDC (Young Peace and 

Development Corps), visited IMSciences for the launch of YPDC program, initiated by the 

National Dialogue Forum (NDC). The event was attended by the students and faculty of 

IMSciences. The chief guest of the event was Governor, KP.  

The event started with a speech from Mr. Ahsaan Ghani, member of the YDPC. His speech 

aimed at sharing wisdom among the students in order to entice them to be creative thinkers. 

The topics that he talked about were Extremism and Tolerance. Perhaps the most mystifying 

question that he asked the students was: ''Are tolerant people happier or are happy people more 

tolerant?''.  

This was followed by Director IMSciences, Muhammad Mohsin Khan’s speech, who thanked 

the guests for coming to IMSciences and conducting the panel discussion. He further talked 

about how important the youth is for the future of our country and how IMSciences is doing its 

best to guide the youth in the right direction. 

Reflecting upon his past, Governor KP Shah Farman in his turn talked about his personal 

experiences and stressed that no matter what someone faces in life, one should never give up 

hope. He talked about how Pakistan is a blessed country because Allah has blessed it with many 

natural resources and minerals and therefore, it has the potential to achieve greatness. He said 

that it is within the youth’s hands to change the system for good or bad, and to make sure that 

the future of our country is a bright one. He said that we have to realize our potential and be 

effective in every way and develop socioeconomic justice in our society.  

Governor KP, Shah Farman 

''Neither are we weak, nor are we poor.'' and all we need to do is realize our potential and 

work hard and never give up on hope.” 

Towards the end of the session, Dr. Mohsin; Director IMSciences, Dr. Usman Ghani; Joint 

Director IMSciences, and Dr. Iftikhar-ul-Amin; Deputy Director IMSciences, presented the 

Governor KP and Mr. Ahsaan Ghani with shields as souvenirs. IMSciences hopes to conduct 

more of such sessions in the future and also hopes to keep on guiding the students in the right 

direction so that they can really bring about a positive change in the world. 


